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partly of the reluctance of some of the regiments to serve except
as garrisons. This would give him a few thousand more men
than the king had at that battle; yd his advantage in numbers
was more than neutralized by his opponents' superiority in
cavalry.
At Edgehill the royalist horse easily routed the two wings of
Essex's army, but, rushing blindly forward in pursuit, missed the
finest opportunity they ever had of annihilating their enemies.
Meanwhile the parliamentary foot, aided by several troops that
the royalist cavalry had missed, defeated Charles's foot, and
might have overwhelmed them but for the return of the cavalier
horse at nightfall. The actual fighting hat! resulted in a drawn
battle, but Essex, by permitting the king to take Banbury un-
molested, yielded the fruits of victory to the royalists. He re-
treated to London, while Charles took Oxford on his way before
proceeding towards the capital. Reinforced by the London
train-bands, Essex had double the king's numbers, so that, when
the two armies came fact: to face at Turnham Green, Charles
had to withdraw to Oxford, which became his head-quarters for
the rest of the war.
The advantage in battle had lain with the king; but his failure
to conquer in a single campaign proved fatal. Ho slender were
his resources, compared with those at the disposal of parliament,
that time was against him* Not to have won a decisive victory
in the autumn of 1642 really spelt final defeat.
At first it seems to have been the general impression that the
civil war could be limited to the main armies of king and par-
liament and that they would soon reach a decision one way or
the other. Accordingly, until the end of the year, there was
little fighting outside the areas in which Charles 1 and Essex
operated. After that the struggle was waged, in various degrees
of intensity* throughout the country*
In the north, interest centres in Yorkshire* There the parlia-
mentarians had two dements of strength; the possession of Hull,
valuable alike as a base of operations and as a port for landing
supplies of men, money, and arms; and the firm adherence of the
manufacturing districts of the West Riding, 'Leecta, Halifax, and
Bradford*, said Clarendon,1 * three very populous and rich towns,
(which depending wholly upon clothiers naturally maligned
the gentry,} were wholly at their disposition/ Most of the
vi* 361.

